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            The Society for Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance offers CME credits to participants who successfully complete the required activity for CME articles. For more information on the CME credits and the full list of CME articles visit the SCMR site.
Latest CME articles:
RESEARCH
Functional and structural reverse myocardial remodeling following transcatheter aortic valve replacement: a prospective cardiovascular magnetic resonance study
Torben Lange, et al.
 Published: 28 July 2022
REVIEW
T2 mapping in myocardial disease: a comprehensive review
Aaron T. O’Brien, et al.
 Published: 06 June 2022
RESEARCH
False lumen rotational flow and aortic stiffness are associated with aortic growth rate in patients with chronic aortic dissection of the descending aorta: a 4D flow cardiovascular magnetic resonance study
Aroa Ruiz-Muñoz, et al.
 Published on: 28 March 2022
RESEARCH
Sex-based differences in left ventricular remodeling in patients with chronic aortic regurgitation: a multi-modality study
Albree Tower-Rader, et al.
 Published on: 22 February 2022
RESEARCH
Pulmonary blood volume measured by cardiovascular magnetic resonance: influence of pulmonary transit time methods and left atrial volume
Anders Nelsson, et al.
 Published on: 28 October 2021
RESEARCH
Feasibility of adenosine stress cardiovascular magnetic resonance perfusion imaging in patients with MR-conditional transvenous permanent pacemakers and defibrillators
Anna Giulia Pavon, et al.
 Published on: 13 January 2022
RESEARCH
Myocardial changes on 3T cardiovascular magnetic resonance imaging in response to haemodialysis with fluid removal
Alastair J. Rankin, et al.
 Published on: 11 November 2021

        
    




                

            
        
            
                
                    
    
        
            
JCMR Journal Club is an expert online discussion with JCMR editors and authors - and you! JCMR editors pick recently published articles and discuss outcomes with the authors.
The forthcoming JCMR Journal Club is scheduled for 11th October 2023 at 11am Eastern Standard Time (US and Canada). Scott Flamm will be joined by authors Christoph Gräni and Benni Bernhard to discuss their article “Predictive Value of Cardiac Magnetic Resonance Right Ventricular Longitudinal Strain in Patients with Suspected Myocarditis”.
You can register for this event here. 
JCMR Journal Club Recordings and CME
 Did you miss the previous JCMR Journal Club? You can watch all recordings via the SCMR website.
In September, Ruud van Heeswijk was joined by author Leon Axel to discuss their article "Modeling Late Gadolinium Enhancement of Cardiac Amyloid". You can view the recording on the SCMR website.
In August, Scott Flamm was joined by authors Timothy Albert and Lilia Sierra-Galan to discuss their article "Worldwide variation in cardiovascular magnetic resonance practice models". You can view the recording on the SCMR website.
In July, Valentina Puntmann was joined by authors Satoshi Nakamura and Masaki Ishida to discuss their article "Complementary prognostic value of stress perfusion imaging and global coronary flow reserve derived from cardiovascular magnetic resonance: a long-term cohort study". You can view the recording on the SCMR website.
In June, Ruud van Heeswijk was joined by authors Stefano Buoso and Sebastian Kozerke to discuss their article “MRXCAT2.0: Synthesis of realistic numerical phantoms by combining left-ventricular shape learning, biophysical simulations and tissue texture generation". You can view the recording on the SCMR website.
In May, Scott Flamm was joined by authors Dr. Julia Treiber and Andreas Rolf to discuss their article “Regional extracellular volume within late gadolinium enhancement-positive myocardium to differentiate cardiac sarcoidosis from myocarditis of other etiology: a cardiovascular magnetic resonance study”. You can view the recording on the SCMR website.
In April, Dr. Valentina Puntmann was joined by authors Dr. David C. Wendell and Dr. Han W. Kim to discuss their article “Revisiting how we perform late gadolinium enhancements CMR: insights gleaned over 25 years of clinical practice”. You can view the recording on the SCMR website.
In March, Dr. Ruud van Heeswijk was joined by authors Dr. James Hamilton and Dr. Richard Gilbert to discuss their article "Lipid and smooth muscle architectural pathology in the rabbit atherosclerotic vessel wall using Q-space cardiovascular magnetic resonance." You can view the recording on the SCMR website.
In February, Dr. Scott Flamm was joined by authors - Dr Sarah E. Kollar and Dr Laura Olivieri to discuss their article “Impact of ferumoxytol vs galolinium on 4D flow cardiovascular magnetic resonance measurements in small children with congenital heart disease”. You can view the recording on the SCMR website.
In January, Dr Raymond Kwong was joined by Drs. Aaron T. O’Brien, Katarzyna E. Gil, Juliet Varghese, Orlando P. Simonetti and Karolina M. Zareba to discuss their article "T2 mapping in myocardial disease: a comprehensive review". You can view the recording on the SCMR website.
Dr. Scott Flamm was joined by Dr. Einar Heiberg and Dr. Håkan Arheden in December to discuss their article "Infarct quantification with cardiovascular magnetic resonance using ‘standard deviation from remote’ is unreliable: validation in multi-centre multi-vendor data". You can view the recording on the SCMR website.
In November, Dr. Matthias Stuber was joined by Dr. Pier-Giorgio Masci and Dr. Andrew Taylor to discuss their article “Quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM) of the cardiovascular system: challenges and perspectives”. You can view the recording on the SCMR website.
Dr. Raymond Kwong was joined by Dr. Deborah Kwon, Dr. Albree Tower-Rader, and Dr. Isadora Sande Mathias in October to discuss their article “Sex-based differences in left ventricular remodeling in patients with chronic aortic regurgitation: a multi-modality study”. The recording is available to watch here. 
In September, Dr. Scott Flamm was joined by Dr. Christopher Roy and Dr. Matthias Stuber to discuss their article “Free-running cardiac and respiratory motion-resolved 5D whole-heart coronary cardiovascular magnetic resonance angiography in pediatric cardiac patients using ferumoxytol”. Watch the recording via the SCMR website. 
Dr. Raymond Kwong was joined by Dr. Masliza Mahmod and Dr. Betty Raman to discuss their article “Right ventricular function declines prior to left ventricular ejection fraction in hypertrophic cardiomyopathy”. You can watch the recording via the SCMR website. 
Dr. Matthias Stuber was joined by Dr. Mahesh Vidula and Dr. Yuchi Han to discuss their article “Cardiovascular magnetic resonance characterization of rheumatic mitral stenosis: findings from three worldwide endemic zones”. You can watch the recording via the SCMR website. 
Dr. Scott Flamm was joined by Dr. James Moon and Dr. Rhodri Davies to discuss their article “Precision measurement of cardiac structure and function in cardiovascular magnetic resonance using machine learning”. You can watch the recording via the SCMR website. 
Dr. Matthias Stuber was joined by Dr. Subha Raman in May to discuss their article “30-minute CMR for common clinical indications: a Society for Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance white paper”.
Dr. Scott Flamm was joined by Dr. Peter Kellman in April to discuss their article “Bright-blood and dark-blood phase sensitive inversion recovery late gadolinium enhancement and T1 and T2 maps in a single free-breathing scan: an all-in-one approach”. 
Dr. Raymond Kwong was joined by Dr. Reza Hajhosseiny in March to discuss their article “Clinical comparison of sub-mm high-resolution non-contrast coronary CMR angiography against coronary CT angiography in patients with low-intermediate risk of coronary artery disease: a single center trial”. 
Dr. Matthias Stuber was joined by Dr. Mohammed S. Elbaz in February to discuss his article “Direct Mitral Regurgitation Quantification in Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy Using 4D Flow CMR Jet Tracking: Evaluation in Comparison to Conventional CMR”.
Dr. Raymond Kwong was joined by Dr. Reza Nezafat in January's Journal Club to discuss “Accelerated Cardiac T1 Mapping in Four Heartbeats with Inline MyoMapNet: A Deep Learning-Based T1 Estimation Approach.” 
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            Selected articles published in JCMR are being translated into various languages as part of a project coordinated by the Society for Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance. You can see the latest translated articles on the SCMR translated publications page.

        
    




        
            
    SCMR 2020 abstracts

    
        
            Proceedings from the 23rd Annual SCMR Scientific Sessions are now available online. 
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    APC support for SCMR members

    
        
            Submissions from SCMR members are applicable to be charged a reduced article-processing charge of USD $500. Select the SCMR membership account at the payment stages once your article has been accepted (under 'Journal partners'). The membership code is no longer required, please ensure the corresponding author is an active SCMR member.
More information on becoming an SCMR member can be found on the SCMR website.

        
    




        
    



        
    



                    

                

            
                
                    
                        
    
        
        
            
    
        
    
        
    
    
        
            Journal of Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance will cease to be published by BMC as of 31st December 2023. The journal will continue in cooperation with a new publisher. For new manuscript submissions, please visit https://www2.cloud.editorialmanager.com/jofcmr/default2.aspx.  BMC will continue to host an archive of all articles previously published in the journal and all articles published in Journal of Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance during its time with BMC will remain fully searchable via the BMC website.
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Journal of Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance (JCMR) publishes high-quality articles on all aspects of basic, translational and clinical research on the design, development, manufacture, and evaluation of cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) methods applied to the cardiovascular system. Topical areas include, but are not limited to:


	New applications of magnetic resonance to improve the diagnostic strategies, risk stratification, characterization and management of diseases affecting the cardiovascular system.
	New methods to enhance or accelerate image acquisition and data analysis.
	Results of multicenter, or larger single-center studies that provide insight into the utility of CMR.
	Basic biological perceptions derived by CMR methods.




        

    


        
    



                    

                

            
        

    



    
        
    
        
        
            
    
        
            Journal of Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance is the official publication of the Society for Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance (SCMR).
The mission of SCMR is to improve cardiovascular health by advancing the field of CMR through education, advocacy, networking, research and clinical excellence. The long term vision is that the expanded recognition and utilization of CMR will improve cardiovascular health and outcomes within the next 5 years.
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